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This paper makes the case that differentiable programming and automatic differentiation
can greatly improve the utility and accuracy of earth system models. I agree with the
premise and I think the paper is doing a service by urging researchers in the earth system
sciences to use the best tools available. That said, I have a few concerns.

Many relevant works are not cited. There are several PDE software packages that employ
differentiable programming: FEniCS, Firedrake, and devito, to name a few in chronological
order. While not originally built to use differentiable programming, it is also possible in
deal.II using dual numbers. There are yet more software packages built on these tool kits
for modeling individual components of the earth system, for example Gusto, Thetis,
icepack, VarGlaS. Granted, no one has built, say, a coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM using
these tools, but they're worth mentioning nonetheless The biggest omission regarding
differential programming for PDE solvers is Farrell et al (2013), Automated derivation of
the adjoint of high-level transient finite element programs. This paper won the SIAM
Wilkinson Prize for Numerical Software in 2015.

* 32, "Modern AD systems are able to differentiate most typical operations that appear in
ESMs": What about flux or slope limiters? Do you believe in discretize then optimize, or
the other way around?

* 40, "Third, additional information from observations can be integrated into ESMs with
Machine Learning (ML) models." I'd say that ML tools enable you to construct very
complex statistical models and train them with the data you have, but ML as such does
not somehow enable you to integrate more information from this data into process-based
physical models of the earth system than you could with a more old-school statistical
system identification or parameter estimation viewpoint. This is classic information theory,
see Kullback's 1958 book.



* 91-94, "Artificial neural networks (ANNs) can be seen as a subset of these models, but
differentiable programming goes far beyond these building blocks": A lot of the wording
here is conflating what problem you're trying to solve with how you're trying to solve it.
Fitting the parameters of a model, whether it's an ANN or process-based physics model, is
the answer to the "what" question. There are many ways you could solve this fitting
problem. You could use derivative-free optimization methods -- it's not a very good idea,
but you could do it. Using gradient-based optimization methods is the answer to a "how"
question, and using AD to compute the gradient as opposed to deriving it on pen and
paper (which you can still do for some PDE models) is a subset of that "how" question.
The fact that you can differentiate through control flow or user-defined types is definitely a
compelling reason to use AD. You do address this and quite well in section 4, but it's really
important to make the distinction clear.

* 170: I think it's worth making a bigger deal out of the fact that you can get the second
derivative so easily with AD. It's often painful but still possible to manually derive a first-
order adjoint model, but going to second order by hand is really atrocious.

* 175: Here it's worth citing some of Noemi Petra's work, including here paper on
stochastic Newton MCMC as well as her more recent work on hIPPYlib.
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